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A: This sounds like a hardware issue, in that BIOS is not seeing the hard drive. Unfortunately, booting from the hard drive itself is
useless if that's the issue. The main reason is, the bootloader is stored on the hard drive, as is the kernel for most modern operating

systems. If booting from there doesn't work, chances are it'll be a hardware issue. Boot from the installation DVD, select "Repair
Disk", and select "Customize" from that. In the first window, choose what drive, and try "boot from first disk", "boot from 1st hard
disk", or something similar. If that works, continue on with the rest of the options there. The other obvious option is to just start up
that computer in a Windows OS, and see if it still operates. If so, hardware may be okay, but if it doesn't, there are a few options to
try. The following instructions are for Windows, but should be nearly identical for Linux or macOS. The commands are just going to
be used to run a disk check of the hard drive(s), so it's important to back up everything first. Open up an administrative command

prompt (you can get to one by opening up Run, type cmd, and press Enter) run chkdsk /r c: Where c: would be the drive or partition
that the disk is located on. Run this command from a command prompt, not a file explorer window. When it finishes, it will say

"Cleaning up the volume". Click OK to go to the next window, and press Enter. run chkdsk /r c: This is similar, but will tell you where
on the hard drive the problem is (assuming the message is something like "FileSystem consistency check: C:\Windows (NTFS)"). run
chkdsk /r c:\windows (same thing except you put in the full directory path of Windows) run scandisk /f c: This will check the volume

for errors. Run gparted (available in your software center or within the accessories menu). On a terminal window, run "sudo
gparted". This should open a GUI windows to show your hard drives partitions. Check that the drive that has the CD/DVD you used

to install Ubuntu is being reported on both the hard
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